Abstract. We give natural sufficient conditions for the solution of several problems concerning division in the space jrfx(Q) of holomorphic functions with W* boundary values on a pseudoconvex domain Ù with smooth boundary. The sufficient conditions come from upper semicontinuity with respect to the analytic Zariski topology of a local invariant of coherent analytic sheaves (the "invariant diagram of initial exponents"), and apply to division in the space of <gx Whitney functions on an arbitrary closed set. Our theorem on division in ^°°(ß) follows using Kohn's theorem on global regularity in the 3-Neumann problem.
1. Introduction. Let ß be a pseudoconvex domain with <^'00 boundary in C", and let s/x(Q) denote the space of holomorphic functions on ß with fé"30 boundary values. In this article, we give natural sufficient conditions for the solution of several problems concerning division in s/x(&). Our sufficient conditions come from upper semicontinuity with respect to the analytic Zariski topology of a local invariant &a of coherent analytic sheaves (the "invariant diagram of initial exponents"). Semicontinuity of a coordinate-based diagram 9Î a was first studied in [3] , and used together with Hironaka's formal division algorithm [5] to give explicit solutions for problems concerning composition and division of tf™ functions; Malgrange's division theorem [17, Chapter VI] is a classical special case. Semicontinuity of @a provides invariant sufficient conditions for division in the space of tf00 Whitney functions on an arbitrary closed set. Our main theorem on division in jr/°°(ß) follows using Kohn's theorem on global regularity in the 9-Neumann problem [14] .
We are indebted to Eric Amar for first bringing to our attention the questions considered here.
Let #°°(ß) denote the Fréchet algebra of complex-valued W0 functions on ß. Then j^°°(ß) is a closed subalgebra of #°°(ß). Let 0(0) denote the ring of (germs at ß of) holomorphic functions defined in neighborhoods of ß. Let A be a p X q matrix with entries in 0(ß). Then multiplication by A defines a continuous
j^°°(ß)-homomorphism A: ^"(ß)« -» j/°°(ßK.
Under what conditions is A ■ ^"(ß)« a closed submodule of Jä7x(Q)p1
Let f\...,f denote the columns of A; there is an open neighborhood U of ß such that each /' is holomorphic in U. Let 0 = 0U denote the sheaf of germs of holomorphic functions on U, and let J^ denote the sheaf of submodules of (9P generated by /',..., f. The invariant diagram of initial exponents ©a = ©(^,) is defined in §5 below. There is a natural total ordering on the set of all possible diagrams (see §2), so that semicontinuity as a function of a g U makes sense. § §4 and 5 establish a general theorem on the variation of the invariant diagram for certain parametrized families of modules of formal power series. The following is a special case (cf. For example, let X be a closed analytic subset of U and let Jx c 0 denote the sheaf of germs of holomorphic functions which vanish on X. Then 2X( Jx) = X and 22( Jx) is the complement in X of the smooth points of the highest dimension.
Let a g U. Yet Ôa denote the completion of Oa in the Krull topology. Then Oa (respectively, 0a) identifies with the ring of convergent (respectively, formal) power series C{z} (respectively, real analytic (or even subanalytic) sets are regularly situated [16] . In particular, the conclusion of Theorem 1.2 always holds when 3ß is real analytic. Previous articles, of De Bartolomeis-Tomassini [7] , Amar [1] and Gay-Sebbar [10] have established Theorem 1.2 in the special case that p = 1 and the gradients of f\./'' are linearly independent in a neighborhood of 3ß (so that, in particular, 22 (j^)n aß = 0).1
It can be important to find a continuous linear operator which solves the division problem of Theorem 1.2. Consider A ■ s/°°(il)q with the topology induced from
Under what conditions does the surjection jt7x(Q)q -» A ■ jtfx(ü)q admit a continuous linear splitting; i.e., a continuous linear operator À: A ■ j/oc(ß)<? -> j*°°(0)«such that f= A ■ X(f), for all /e ^ -^"(B)«?
An obvious necessary condition is that A ■ séx(Yl)q be a closed subspace of s/x(Yl)p. We consider either of the following two conditions on ß:
(a) 3ß is "weakly regular" in the sense of Catlin [6] ; (b) 3ß is connected and ß satisfies the conditions Z(l), Z(n -2) and Z(n -1)
of Folland and Kohn [8, p. 57] .
Every bounded strictly pseudoconvex domain with '¡êx boundary is weakly regular. is a closed subspace of s/x(Çl)p, and the canonical surjection ¿rfx(ü)q -> A ■ s^x(Yl)q admits a continuous linear splitting. Corollary 1.3 will be deduced from Theorem 1.2 in §9, using the theorem of Vogt and Wagner [24, 25] on the splitting of exact sequences of Fréchet spaces. The division theorem 1.2 also provides a characterization of s?x functions which vanish on a closed analytic set:
Let A1 be a closed analytic subset of some neighborhood of ß. Set ss7x(ü; X) = (/g j</°°(ß): /= 0 on X Ci ß}. Suppose that Jx is generated by finitely many holomorphic functions fx,...,f in some neighborhood Uof ß. (This is always true if ß is bounded.) Clearly, ^°°(ß; X) D ((/) ■ j/°°(ß))A, where (/) = (f\...,f)
denotes the ideal in &(U) generated by the /', and ((/) -j2/°°(ß))A is the ideal in j/°°(ß) of elements which formally belong to (/) -^"(ß), as before. Theorem 1.2 gives natural sufficient conditions under which j/°°(ß; X) = (/) • s?°°(ü), provided that j3/°°(ß; X) = ((f) ■ss?x(Q))A. Theorem 1.4. Assume that, for each k = 0,1,..., the closure of Ç2.k(Jx) -
, is another application of semicontinuity of the invariant diagram ®a and the formal division algorithm, which is recalled in §3.
Our <^°° division theorem is proved in §6. Let K = R or C. Let U be an open subset of K" and let X be a closed subset of U. Let S(X) denote the Fréchet space of K-valued 'tí00 Whitney functions on X (cf. §6). If ß is a domain with smooth boundary, then S(ß) identifies with the space of K-valued <^,oc functions on ß.
Let 0 denote the sheaf of germs of analytic functions on U. Yet a g U and let &a denote the completion of Ga in the Krull topology. Put 0UR = 0a if K = R, and 0"R = C[[z,,..., z", zx,... 
]). If
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use M is a submodule of S(X)p, put M = [F G S(X)P: Fa G Ma, for ail a g X); clearly, M is a closed submodule of S(X)p containing M. Theorem 1.5. Let A be a p X q matrix with entries in ®(U), and let J^c &p denote the sheaf of (9-modules generated by the columns of A. Let U = 20(^")d 2j(i^) 3 ■ ■ ■ denote the filtration of U by closed analytic subsets determined by the invariant diagram ®( J*,). If each 2¿( 3^) is regularly situated with respect to X, then A ■SiX)q=(A-SiX)q)A; in particular, A ■ 7>iX)q is a closed submodule of SiX)p.
The regular situation hypotheses are always satisfied if X is subanalytic (cf. [4, Theorem 0.1.1]). The conclusion of Theorem 1.5 in the case that X is analytic is Malgrange's division theorem [17, Chapter VI]. The techniques we use to deduce Theorem 1.5 (cf. Theorem 6.4) from Malgrange's theorem can be used to prove the latter with little extra effort, so we include it for completeness (Lemma 6.7; cf. [3, §10]). The s/™ division theorem 1.2 is deduced from Theorem 1.5 in §8 (cf. [20] ). The regular situation hypotheses of Theorem 1.5 are about as good as can be expected for arbitrary closed sets X; however, the examples of §7 suggest that weaker hypotheses might suffice for domains with smooth boundary. The set 3)(n, p) is totally ordered as follows: To each 31 g S7>(n, p), associate the sequence v(3\) obtained by listing the vertices of 31 in ascending order and completing this list to an infinite sequence by using oo for all the remaining terms. If 5R\ 3l2^9(n,p), we say that 3ll < 3l2 provided that v(3lx) < v(3l2) with respect to the lexicographic ordering on the set of such sequences. Clearly, if 3ll D 3l2, then 311 < 3l2. (1) 31 = U;_,A,, and f,...,f generate R.
(2) There is a unique set of generators gl,..., gs of R such that, for each i, in g' = y"'-J' and supp(g' -ya-J') n3l = 0. If K = R or C, and R is generated by convergent elements, then each g' converges.
We call g\..., gs in (2) the standard basis of R. (ii) 3lki7F) < 3lk+xi&). Clearly, 31 (Rx) depends only on the linear part of A, so to study the effect of coordinate changes on 31 (R), we can assume that A G GL(n, K). We view GL(n, K) as a subset of the space M(n,K) = K" of n X n matrices with entries in K. Of course, K"" -GL(n,K) is a closed algebraic subset of K" . Let ^a denote the "module of formal relations" 0ta = Ker^.
To study the variation of 777la with respect to a, we reduce to the case that Y is smooth and (7? = 6%. Then we can consider the diagram 3\u = 3l(7%a) relative to a local coordinate system (yx,..., yn) for Y, or the diagram @a = ®(^a) invariantly.
Suppose that ïïca (relative to local coordinates for Y) is Zariski semicontinuous as a function of a e I Then there is a locally finite filtration of X by closed analytic In [3], we prove that 31 a is Zariski semicontinuous in many cases; for example, in the algebraic category. Therefore, ®a is also Zariski semicontinuous. The standard bases arising, as above, from 31 a in the algebraic category need not be algebraic. Nevertheless, the standard bases arising from the invariant diagram @a always are, by a Henselian version of the formal division theorem [13, §4]. As a consequence, for example, we recover in a very explicit way the stratification of semialgebraic sets by Nash functions [18, 23] . Once we have Lemma 6.6, it follows from Lemma 6.7 that there exists G g <f (2; F)" such that F = A ■ G + R. Since R | 2 n X = 0, this completes the proof of Let á? denote the subsheaf of 0* of (germs of) relations among the §J; i.e., a-tuples of germs of analytic functions (px, ...,p) at points of U such that Ey_i p¡ • <}>' = 0. Then 7Î71 is coherent, so that 3l(5?a) is Zariski semicontinuous on U. Therefore, we can also assume:
(2) 3t(âa) is constant, say 3l(âa) = 31^571), on 2^ -2"+l. where, for each / and k: (i) There is an analytic function tj'a defined in a neighborhood of 2 -2 +1, whose power series expansion at each a g 2^ -2 +1 is r\'k a.
(ii) The coefficients t]'akia) of i)'k a(y) = H7ar\'aJ<(a)ya extend to 2^ as quotients of analytic functions whose denominators vanish nowhere in 2 -2 +1.
Then, for each k = l,...,a, we put Hka = E,7j'A a ■ Gia if a G 2^ -2 +1, and //A " = 0 if a g 2M+1. By Lemma 6.3 (or directly from Lojasiewiczs's inequality), each Hk = (Hka)u^^ G ^(2^; 2^), and we have F = A ■ H, where H = (Hx_, Hq), as required. To obtain (6.11): For each i = 1,..., s, put \p'a(y) = \p'(a; y) and write ip'aiy) = Eajip'a ¡(a)ya'7 We first express each 0'a(y) in terms of the ^^(y), using Theorem 3.1, then \p'a(y) in terms of the $k(y) = <j>k(a + y), by (1) In each of the following examples, <j> is an analytic function which generates the sheaf J = Jz of germs of analytic functions vanishing of the zero set 2 of <j>, and we consider the ideal in S(X) generated by <j>. In the first five examples, X= [(t,x,y)e R3:x>e"1/'2}, and it is easy to check that 2,(./) = 2, 22(./) = Sing 2 (the singular set of 2) and 23(>)= 0. (1) Let <j>(t, x, y) = x3 + y2. Then 2 is not regularly situated with respect to X. The function e_1/'2 belongs to (<i> • «?(*))A, but not to <i> • £(X) because, on the curve {y = 0, x = e"1/r}, e~1/r/(x3 4-y2) = x/x3 is not even continuous.
(2) Let <f>(t, x, y) = x3 -y2. Then 2 is regularly situated with respect to X, but Sing2 is not. Nevertheless, $ ■ é'(X) = (<^ • <f(X))A: Let f(t,x,y) g (<f> ■ S(X)) A.
Consider the "second divided difference" V 2f(t, x, y; yx, y2) G S(X X R2) defined by the identity,
yi Fi + V2f(t,x,y;yx,y2)
•(>> -yx)iy -y2).
Substitute yx = x3/1 and y2 = -x3/1 in this identity to get fit, x, y) = (y2 -x3) • V2f(t,x,y;x3/1, -x3/2). Since v2/ is symmetric with respect to iyx, y2), V2/ = g(t, x, y; yx + y2, yxy2), where g g ê(X X R2). Therefore, f(t, x, y) = (y2 -x3) ■ g(t.x,y;0,-x3).
(3) Let 4>(t, x, y) = y3 -x2. Then 2 is regularly situated with respect to X, but Sing 2 is not. Again, <j> • S( X) = (<f> • ê(X))A: Let tr(t, x, v) = (/, x, v2). Then o,r = (o3 -x)iv3 + jc)and 77"1(A') = [x > e~1/r~}. If f(t,x, y) g (<¡> ■ S(X))A, then fit, x, v2) = (v3 -jc)(i>3 4-x) ■ hit,x,v), where h g cf(77"1(Ar)), since each of v3 -x and v3 + x has gradient nowhere zero and zero set regularly situated with respect to ir~liX). But h is even in v, so that h(t,x,v) = g(t,x,v2), where g g ef(X); clearly,/ = 4> ' 8-(4) Let (p(t, x, y) = y3 -x4. Then 2 is regularly situated with respect to X, but Sing2 is not. Again, <p ■ S(X) = (<f> ■ $iX))A since, after substituting y = v2, y3 -xA factors as vb -x4 = (v3 -x2)(v3 + x2) and the argument of (3) applies to each factor.
(5) Let 4>(t, x, y) = y3 -x5. Then 2 is regularly situated with respect to X, but Sing2 is not. We do not know whether <f> ■ S(X) = (<j> • S(X)) A! (See footnote 2.) (6) Define JícR4byJÍ= {(s, t,x,y):t> e~x/f~}. Let <j>is, t, x, y) = y3 -tx2. Assume that ti is a bounded pseudoconvex domain with (€x boundary.
There is an open neighborhood U of ti such that:
(1) The columns /',..., f> of A extend to elements of 0iTJ)p.
(2) (By Lemma 8.6.) Let 0 = 6U and let 7ft c 0q be the sheaf of relations among /'.f. Then there exist g1.gr g £?(t/) which generate 0ta, for all a G U. Theorem 8.2 provides natural sufficient conditions under which A ■ ss7x(ti)q is a closed subspace of stfx(ti)p, hence a closed subspace of (é>x(ti)p = s.
It follows from (2) above that YLerA = ((g1.gr)
• ^"(ß))A, where (g1,..., g'') denotes the submodule of &(U)P generated by the g'. By Proposition 8.4 and Lemma 8.7, Ker^l =(g\...,g').j/"(0); hence Ker/1 is a quotient space of s#xiti)r.
On the other hand, s/x(ti) (and therefore s/x(ti)r) is a quotient space of s under either of the following two conditions on ß:
(a) 3ß is "weakly regular" in the sense of Catlin [6] . Then the L2(ß)-orthogonal projection of (êx(ti) onto jn7x(ti) is continuous [6] , so that ss?x(ti) is a quotient of Let séx( X n ß) denote the holomorphic functions on A"nß which are restrictions of (€x functions on ß. It is interesting to find natural sufficient conditions under which:
(1) the restriction homomorphism s/x(ti) ~* j¡/x(X D ti) is surjective, so there is an exact sequence 0 -^s/x(ti; X) ^s<?x(ti) -^sí?x(X n ti) -> 0;
